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February is typically known as the
month of

love

If you drop a penny into a wishing
22- Ads by our members
well it causes a ripple effect. Love is
like this also. If you show love and
24- Business Directory
compassion to others, it causes that
love to grow and return to you in
many ways. It is worth so much more
when it is given away without
wanting anything in return, and with
the ripple effect it spreads from the
inner circle to the most outer circle.
The inner circle starts with our
nearest and dearest, followed by the
---Edition/Realisation--next circle which includes our friends,
then members of our community
IWI Lifestyle is brought to you by our
Magazine Team: our Board member
(people and animals), country and
Berenice S and our Business member Lisa S.
our planet at the most outer circle.
During the month of love, I invite
Except where duly credited, photos are
sourced from our members and partners or you all to be active and creative in
from free stock images.
the way you show your love and
compassion to all within your circles
For any enquiry iinfo@iwistanbul.org
If you would like to send us any photos or
articles, or for any comments, please send
to magazine@iwistanbul.org

Best Wishes

Julia.
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Once Upon A Time IWI...

Food (Love) Unites:

THE NOW LEGENDARY

A few weeks ago, pictures of a mysterious cookbook started circulating on our
Whatsapp groups. Many of you, especially our newest members, wondered about the
origin of this cookbook. The Board is currently working on ways to make it again
widely available and to continue its legacy (stay tuned…). But for now, and thanks to
the help of our Board Member Ayse S., whose institutional memory never fails
her/us, we will start by reproducing its Introduction below. Indeed, what better place
than our new magazine’s issue dedicated to the theme of Love to reminisce about
all the good feelings that come with cooking home food and with sharing recipes
with friends! And this is a love that endures for sure.
"Most people need to cook for
themselves or their families and
interesting cooking and good food make
a great contribution to the enjoyment of
living and to good health. I know the
enjoyment many of you have in cooking
meals and how you seek new ideas to
provide variety for your family and
friends.
This mouthwatering book brings together
recipes contributed by members of the
international Women of Istanbul in order
to share their knowledge of cooking and
favourite recipes with each other and to
promote involvement with selected
charity and community projects.
Newcomers will find this book helpful
whilst adjusting to life in Istanbul and
old-timers will find new and different
ways of preparing new dishes.
Photo
@fit_and_gourmet

The ingredients for most of these recipes
are readily available or can be
substituted here. Each contribution has
been tested and tried. Some of them are
‘heirlooms’ from family recipe books, while
others are favourites adjusted to personal
lifestyles. They come from endless sources.
There are many people to whom full
credit is due for the quality of this book.
We wish to thank the IWI Cookbook
Team for the many hours of work and
dedication they put into this project.
Without their whole-hearted efforts this
book could not have been printed.
We would also like to thank those who will
buy this book, knowing it is for a good
cause*. There are so many needs and
ways to help – this is one of them."

Lola Lundgren, Chairwoman
International Women of Istanbul (IWI)
Istanbul, November 1999
* Proceeds from the sales were donated to charities.
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COMING SOON
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Last Month...

GET TO KNOW OUR IWI
BUSINESS MEMBERS
Our recent campaign, Get To
Know
Our
IWI
Business
Members,
was
created
to
showcase
the
amazing
international women in our
business-minded community who
make a difference in the world.
The diverse group of women
created posts for our Instagram
and
Facebook
accounts
to
introduce
their
stories
and
business to you. It’s an excellent
opportunity to understand on a
deeper level your fellow member’s
global journey from where they
started to where they are now. As
to be expected, in such a dynamic
international community, they are
fascinating to read.

The businesses showcased are as
eclectic as our community of
members. From health and
wellness, fashion, art, food and
beverage,
hospitality,
and
business services, our members
cover every industry field. And
what better way to show your
solidarity
to
this
beautiful
community than to support the
multi-cultural
women-owned
businesses in this big, beautiful
city we call home.
Head over to our pages to get to
know our members better and
follow them. Like, comment, and
spread the word about all the
good these women work so hard
to create.

Get To Know Our IWI Business Members is the
first initiative from our new business networking
team comprised of Julia Bayram, Chrissy Guleç,
and Sara Naderi. All entrepreneurs and mothers
themselves, the team understands the need for a
cohesive and together community more than ever.
They also are big believers in women supporting
women, and they will do the best to stay true to
this ethos. Stay tuned for more to come from this
forward-thinking trio. If you have any ideas,
comments, or initiatives you would like to see, don’t
hesitate to reach out to them. They are always
workshopping new ways to give value to this
precious community.

Last Month...
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This month...
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Who doesn't adore
a good love story?

Since the beginning of storytelling history, we have
enjoyed great romance stories from Romeo and
Juliet to Ross and Rachel. Even horror and
adventure stories often include a romantic element.
Everybody wants to feel some of that romance. So
why not lose yourself in some of our favourites in
this month of Love...
Julia
(Chairwoman)

Shadi
(Vice Chair)

Anke
(Finance Lead)

This month...
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Lisa
(Magazine Editor)

Becky
(Programs Lead)

Bérénice
(Communication Lead)

Maria E
(Community Lead)

Olga
(Admin Lead)

Sílvia
(IT Lead)

Maria K
(Social Media Lead)

Yasemin
(Advisor)
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BOOK
BOOK CLUB
CLUB
Without concerts and other
inside events to amuse us, books
take on additional importance in
our
Corona
homebound
existence. Joining a book club is
a great way to be introduced to
exciting books old and new, to
share views on them with other
readers, and to extend your
social network.
Do join us. Our book club is always
looking for new members. Formerly
we would meet one morning a month
(the third Tuesday of each month)
usually at a Levent-area café. We
were somewhat slow in adapting to
the new exigencies, but now,
technologically hip, we zoom-meet at
4pm Turkish time, the better to
accommodate anyone Stateside who
wants to join in.

Our next meeting is
scheduled for Tuesday,
February 16, at 4pm. We
will be looking at Hamnet
by Maggie O’Farrell. The
highly
touted
novel
purposes to be the story of
Shakespeare’s son, who
died at the age of ten. I
confess I have not started
the book yet, but two
weeks is plenty of time.
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Our books for December and January, Girl,
Woman, Other by Bernadine Evaristo and The
Time Regulation Institute by Ahmet Hamdi
Tanpinar, reflect the variety of books we
read. The former, the 2019 Booker Prize
winner, looks at the lives of several black
women in modern-day England. The central
character is a Lesbian theater writer who is
about to have her play performed on a backstreet London theater. The latter is a Turkish
classic from 1962, recently retranslated, which
spoofs
bureaucracy,
psychoanalysis,
spiritualism, etc. The life of the main character
has revolved around time ever since he was
given a watch as a young boy up until he
t
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confusing array of characters are introduced in
detail, all of whom become more closely
associated to the main character at the end.
Also, we mostly enjoyed both.

Scheduled through the spring are
the following books:
February 16
March 16
April 20
May 18
June 15

Hamnet by Maggie O'Farrell
Sycamore Row by John Grisham
Oryx and Crate by Margaret Atwood
Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain
Us Against You by Fredrik Backman
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Love Stories ...From our members

This Month...

From Janina I.
I would include the quote from
the poem by Amanda Gorman
at
the
US
President
inauguration on 20th January
“ If we merge mercy with might,
and might with right,
then love becomes our legacy”
... the whole event made me cry,
but that quote was the most
powerful antidote to the way in
which nations have been
hijacked
by
rhetoric
of
popularistic nature

From Ayşe Y
Love is only a 4 letter word , but at
the same time it’s meaning is very
powerful and it’s full of dimension
and it differs for each and every
person .
Some people say “ Don’t you know I
love You “ To me these words are
truly a cop out .
If you truly love someone from deep
inside you will naturally say it in your
words or defiantly show it with your
gestures .
Showing affection , love and tender
loving care is truly the only way to
keep the fire and warmth alive in a
relationship.
I am truly very blessed in a marriage
that is stronger than ever before ,
because love grows over the years
and spreads into grandchildren and
expands .
My husband Mustafa is my
angel and the love of my life and
soul just as I am his soulmate.
Keeping our fire alive for 40 years is
truly a blessing .
Please to all the newlyweds or lovers
out there LOVE ️ with all your heart ,
feelings and gestures. LOVE like
there is no tomorrow.

Happy Valentines Day
to all

This Month...

Homage to an ORANGE!
Everybody knows an orange, but
when was the last time you were
really conscious of it? Instead of
piling them into a bowl or shoving
them into the fridge, take one into
your hands. The skin is smooth, yet
pitted, instantly recognisable, a
sliding surface, easy to throw and
catch and remarkably round.
Then comes the smell! A smell from
an orange skin softly invades your
senses, makes you aware of other
smells around you, but also in itself a
tangible aroma. The smell of a
peeled orange lights up the mood of
a whole household, you feel refreshed,
full of energy and optimism. No
wonder that shops and restaurants
use it to lure you inside and many
companies use the smell to entice you
to buy their products.
And when you open your eyes, an
orange is like the sun, appearing to
give life, warmth and happiness.

But it's globe does not hurt the eye,
even when it looks like the rising or
setting sun, the most beautiful
moments of the day in our sky!
So then it is time to taste this
amazing fruit and its sweet and
slightly sour taste refreshens the taste
buds. Orange juice fits well with most
cuisines and is drunk worldwide by
young and old. The juice is suitable
for many mixed drinks , alcoholic or
otherwise. And full of vitamins into
the bargain.
Nobody wants to live without
oranges any more, yet there was a
time, not so long ago before air
freight, when an orange was
something special and expensive.
Oranges came individually wrapped
in tissue paper, colourfully stamped
with their place of origin, exotic
places such as Tunisia, Italy, Spain or
Israel. To be given an orange was
something special!

Love Stories ...From our members

From Verena R.
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And it should still be something
special. The orange did not change,
but our perception did. This is no
ordinary fruit. Here in Turkey, where
it grows in abundance, we take it
perhaps for granted, but this
evergreen tree which has blossoms
and fruit simultaneously, also gives
up an amazing aroma, which is used
for healing and therapy.
So, please look at an orange afresh
and savour this fruit with all of your
senses, to see, to smell, to taste, to
touch. Only the ear gets no joy from
it, unless you count the slurping
sounds of the juice a joy!
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From Women For Women…

Let’s talk about
Self-Love
& Our Hearts
Rachel Smith-Bahadir,
the owner of
Balancing Life Yoga
teaches yoga to everyone
ages 10 months - 110 years old.
She is certified & registered
with Yoga Alliance as a
continuing education provider
and enjoys teaching the
chakras & yoga ethics. You
can follow her on Instagram,
facebook or twitter to learn
ways to balance your other
chakras or attempt to live a
healthy lifestyle

Photo
@rachelbahadir

“Love is all we need to get high” “Love is the best medicine” both are lines
from a poetic song ‘Give Love’ by McYogi
Love is often associated with our

Why do our heart chakras

How does the absence of self-love

hearts.

It is believed the heart

become blocked? Blockage of

and respect develop? Maybe as a

connects the physical and spiritual

the heart chakra is usually

child a caretakers’ actions, attitudes,

bodies. And, give us the ability to

caused by the absence of self-

& words were overly critical or

truly positively touch others’ souls as

love and respect for ourselves.

downright abusive.

well as our own. However, the heart

Without self-love self-criticism

past relationship, partner or friend

chakra also known as the forth (4th)

takes over thoughts and steals

was verbally abusive.

or Anahata chakra (located at the

our happiness.

It can make

professional intervention or healthy

heart and center of the chest) is the

long term healthy intimacy

loving support to counter a toxic

MOST commonly blocked of all the

with

relationship it may be difficult to

charkas.

impossible.

others

and

our

self

Or maybe a
Without

develop or re-establish self-love.

We

may also inflict the same abuse onto
others.

From Women For Women…
What are some signs of a selflove issue or blocked heart
charka? Someone with a
balanced heart chakra is usually
open
hearted,
gracious,
appreciative,
compassionate,
forgiving,
cheerful
&
loving.
Someone with a
BLOCKED heart chakra is often
distrustful, takes things for
granted, has resentment, tends
to be self-centered, & over
negative. And, may also be
dealing with depression and
anxiety.

What can you do in addition to
seeing a professional OR to
keep
my
heart
charka
balanced?
1)
MEDITATIONS
both
guided and unguided.
Try
asking yourself these or similar
questions:
• Do I have any negative
attachments (to material objects,
people, or even a job)
• Do I look to people or material
objects to fill my emotional needs
or wounds?
• Do I express my emotions
openly and from the heart?
• [As you meditate on this
question
please
take
into
consideration in some societies,
cultures & families we are taught
keep our TRUE thoughts &
feelings to ourselves THIS creates
blockages that affect how we
deal with various situations we
find ourselves in (maybe even
lying vs. telling the truth, creating
even MORE blockages which can
lead to stress which can lead to
all kinds of physical issues and
illnesses (just ask your doctor)]
Rachel Smith-Bahadir,
E-RYT200, RYT500, RPYT, RCYT, YACEP
Owner, Balancing Life Yoga 🕉❤
Accessible Yoga Ambassador 🌍 Kids Yoga Teacher
Administrative Legal & Research Services
RachelBahadir@yahoo.com
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2) Affirmations, give these heart balancing ones a try:
• I forgive myself and release all feelings of guilt and hurt
• I forgive anyone who has abused or taken advantage of me in
anyway and I am thankful for the lesson those persons have taught me.
• I forgive myself
• My heart is weightless and free of unnecessary burdens
3)
Try a chant. The chant ‘YUM’ is thought to help balance the
heart chakra
4)
Get Physical (in a healthy way)
a.
Walk (walks can be very meditative allowing us time to clear our
heads and think more clearly); and/or b. Start a Yoga Asana
Practice).
• Some simpler restorative poses to begin with include:
• Viparita Karani – (legs up the wall)
• Figure 4 - Cross right leg over left leg & press right thigh (do
bothside)
• Baddha Konasana - (butterfly or cobbler pose reclined/supine)
• Jathara Parivartnasana - (a supine spinal twist)
Some more active poses include backbends to open & help balance the
heart
• A small Back Bend over a blanket, cushion
• Crescent moon stretch - supine
• Setu Bandha Sarvangasana /Bridge Pose
• Urdhva Dhanurasana / Wheel Pose
• Spinal Twist / Jathara 8Parvartanasana (right angle twist with
airplane arms) – Supine
If you already have a yoga asana practice spend some extra time in
your upward dogs, opening & allowing your heart to shine
5)
Spend some time with POSITIVE supportive loving friends
who make you laugh.
6)
Join an organization (like IWI or a book club or whatever
interests you) and make new friends.
7)
Learn something new (creating & learning can be great
medicine for the heart)
8)




Eat foods that make your heart feel good!!!
Fruits & fruit juices
> green vegetables
chocolate & sweets > nuts & avocados
green tea
> oregano & basil

9)
Get a plant. The smell of Jasmine and Lavender are thought to
help balance this chakra.
Most importantly DO NOT feel
guilty for taking time out of your
day or week for some self-love. We
ALL need it and we can’t be fully
there for others if we are not taking
care of ourselves.

Ask Julia!
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Self-Love!
With the world moving in-doors
and online many of us have had to
re-prioritize. Those with younger
children have had to take on the
role of ‘overseer of education’ and
‘cafeteria cook’ in addition to their
existing role of mother and home
maker. For those whose spouses or
partners are now working from
home the additional tasks of PA,
break-time chat buddy and
personal chef have also been
added to what was already a busy
day.

Julia ŐZDEMIR
MPsych(Clinical),
BSc(Hons-psych), BA(Psych)
Clinical Psychologist

Gone are the days when a
manicure & pedicure followed by
lunch with girlfriends was a way of
relaxing before heading home to
become domestic goddesses. So,
what has replaced this ritual,
unfortunately in most cases
nothing!

Ask Julia!
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Many of us are going through the motions each day, trying to meet the needs of
those around us while neglecting our own needs. Unfortunately, over time this can
cause stress and reduce our resilience and ability to cope. Therefore, it is vital to
ensure you take good care of your mind, body, and soul every day, to stay strong.
Learning how to eat right, reduce stress, exercise regularly, and take a time-out
when you need it are touchstones of self-care and can help you stay healthy,
happy, and resilient.

Self- care includes:
Make time for yourself: Try to spend at least 30 mins on yourself (Take a time
out, listen to music, read a book, take a walk, soak in a warm bubble bath, give
yourself a facial).
Prioritize health choices: Make conscious choices about maintaining a balanced
diet, exercise and sleep (balance is key).
Reset your priorities: For the perfectionists or workaholics, it’s ok not to be
perfect, learn to forgive your past mistakes and listen to yourself and your needs.
Set boundaries: Take a break from worrying about things you can’t control (put
them away in a mental box and put them in the back of your closet), Put social
media on hold for a few hours and don’t respond immediately to people that may
zap your energy.
Reconnect with people and things you enjoy: Revisit hobbies you once enjoyed
(journaling, painting, arts, crafts, reading, knitting) or call / message a friend you
haven’t spoken to in a while and catch up.
Revisit your values: Due to the pandemic our priorities have shifted. Focus on
what matters to you now (eg. Family, kids, health, further study).
While it may not be possible to do all of these things all of the time, it is
worth the effort to try to do some of them most of the time.
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IWI Foodie...
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the sun in your plate!

For all French people, across various
ethnic, religious and class backgrounds,
crêpes are the epitome of childhood’s
sweetness and simplicity mixed up with
the excitement of a special meal through
‘Chandeleur’, the French annual crêpe
day held on February 2nd!
“Chandeleur”(or Candlemas”
according to one English
dictionary)
derives
from
Pagan and Christian rituals
performed throughout and
after Antiquity. In the
northern
hemisphere,
February is the month where
spring is coming up and

where fields are planted with seeds: many
rituals developed the time to celebrate
soil fertility and wish for future plentiful
harvest. Made with flour, their round
shape and golden color have crêpes
mimicking the sun: by eating crepes in
February, Pagan believers wished to call
for a good spring and ensuing successful
harvest, in particular non-spoilt wheat.
Photo
@fit_and_gourmet

At the end of the Vth century, the Pope
Saint Gelasius I abolished the Roman
Lupercalia Festival and established
instead, on the 2nd of February, 40 days
after Christmas, the presentation of Jesus
by Mary to the Temple in Jerusalem.
Pilgrims started to come to Rome for the
occasion, carrying blessed
candles. In French, a
candle is a “chandelle”,
hence “Chandeleur”! During
the pilgrimages, the Pope
would
feed
the
travelers.
Once out of
bread, he started providing
thin pancakes (or crêpes).
@fit_and_gourmet

And here we are today, whatever our
beliefs, enjoying this simple yet special
food!
Now onto practical tips. Bake a lot of
crêpes: it is (‘gluttonly’) recommended
to count at least 4 or 5 crêpes per
guest. While savory condiments or
accompaniments
should
go
with
buckwheat crêpes, sweet ones are
meant for wheat crêpes (but this is not
a hard rule). With your crêpes, you can
drink a good dry/crisp natural cider.
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For really detailed explanations and techniques, check out

Dini’s great Flavor Bender cooking blog post
on the topic. For now suffices to know that crêpe batter is made of eggs, flour
and milk (or) water according to the following ration (Dini’s): 6 : 10 : 4 (that is 6
oz of eggs, 10 fl oz milk, and 4 oz of flour). You can add some oil or melted
butter for added softness, as well as a spoon of rhum or orange blossom water
for added flavour.

Last but not least, some ideas for home-made seasonings:

y
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(Altogether or a combination of…)
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Butter with sugar and lemon juice

Spinach or mushrooms with cream or
bechamel
Grated cheese (gruyère, emmental)
Creamy cheeses (camembert,
reblochon)
Slices of cooked ham (turkey or pork)
or roasted beef or bacon
Eggs (fried inside the crepe, on the
pan)

Honey or Jam
Hazelnut-chocolate spread or Melted
Chocolate
Dulce de leche or Custard
Cooked apples or pears or peaches
(with butter)
Whipped cream
Fresh fruits (berries, banana)
Nuts
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@fit_and_gourmet
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Due to continued
Covid-19 restrictions,
we are still unable
to organise any
in person events.
But please join us for our
online catch ups.
(See your local NM WhatsApp group)

As always, keep checking

www.saglik.gov.tr
(there is an option for EN at the top right of the page)
for up-to-date information in English
regarding the covid-19 situation in Turkey.
Please also read carefully the notifications
coming from your respective embassies.
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Next
issue
Our
Our theme
theme is
is
International
International Women's
Women's Day
Day

If you have something you would like to
share on this topic, please get intouch
magazine@iwistanbul.org

Member Ads...
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Member Ads...
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